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SUMMARY 

Quality in shell eggs was stabilized by applying heat so that 
the heat penetrated the entire egg. This was done by immersing 
eggs in liquids, and by circulating air around the eggs. A relatively 
low tempe·rature (about 140° F.) was used so that the heat could 
penetrate the eggs before any part of the egg wa·s coagulated. This 
stabilizing effect by the use of heat has been designated thermo
stabilization. 

When fertile eggs were treated by this process embryonic 
development was immediately and permanently arrested and such 
eggs were rendered infertile with respect to their subsequent re
action to environment. 

The albumen of shell eggs was stabilized by this process so 
that the normal breakdown of thick albumen was greatly retarded. 
The rate of liquefaction of the thick albumen as measured by rec
ognized methods of measuring albumen quality showed that the 
thick albumen was stabilized so that it was converted to thin 
albumen only yery slo\Yly. Eggs treated by this process retained 
their fresh broken-out appearance much longer than untreated 
eggs. 

The vitelline membrane surrounding the yolk material was 
also stabilized by this process. This membrane retained its strength 
longer in treated eggs than in untreated eggs. The yolks of treated 
eggs maintained their upstanding appearance better than the yolks 
of untreated eggs. 

Eggs treated by this process kept their commercial grade 
much longer than untreated eggs. Yolk blemishes and stuck yolks 
were minimized by the process. 

Cooking tests showed that treated eggs held at room tempera
ture for different periods of time ·were definitely superior to un
treated eggs for use in egg cookery. 
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Research in egg quality has been greatly stimulated ,,.,·ithin 
recent years and much valuable knowledge has been published 
pertaining to this subject. Unfortunately progress in improving the 
quality of eggs has been slow in spite of the extensive research 
which has been clone. Quality declines with the age of the egg, 
the rate of decline being dependent upon envirunmental conditions 
such as temperature and humidity, whether or not the egg becomes 
contaminated, methods of handling, and other factors. 

For many years producers, handlers of eggs, and investigators 
have tried to develop improved methods of production and mar
keting whereby the consumer would receive a high quality egg, 
with characteristics approaching those of a freshly laid egg. Much 
progress has been made in reducing the quality deterioration which 
occurs in the marketing process but the egg is a perishable prod
uct. It may become in edible in a very short time if held under 
most adverse cunclitions, particularly as to temperature. Grading 
programs too often fail to accomplish their purpose because of the 
deterioration of quality during the various steps in marketing. 
Because of the complexity of the problem any process which would 
stabilize quality in shell eggs and reduce the risk involved in mar
keting eggs would be a real contribntion. The stabilization of egg 
quality is a goal toward which the inclnstry strives. 

THE PROBLEM 
One of the causes of egg spoilage is the development of em

bryos in eggs during the summer months when high temperatures 
prevail. One attempt to solve this problem was the production 
of infertile eggs. Snch eggs maintain their edible qualities much 
longer even under adverse environmental conditions. Recognition 
of this fact led to campaigns to produce infertile eggs. Aside from 
areas where large flocks were maintained, the practice of keeping 
laying flocks free from male birds made little progress. Even 
though the old breeding males were sent to market by May 1 or at 
the end of the breeding season, it was not long before young 
cockerels were sufficiently mature to mate. As campaigns to "sv.:at 
the rooster" failed to reduce losses in shell eggs materially, em
phasis was placed on the other methods for maintaining egg qual
ity. Since the fertile egg continues to be a problem, one of the 
objectives of this research was to develop a method of destroying 
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the embryo in its early stages of growth. It was believed that if 
this were done the egg so treated would then react to its environ
ment in a manner similar to infertile eggs. 

As the egg ages, the thick albumen of the shell egg changes 
to thin albumen and quite rapidly if high temperatures prevail. 
If this thick a·lbumen could be stabilized so that the change to thin 
albumen would be prevented or retarded. much progress would be 
made in maintaining egg quality. Since the application of heat to 
shell eggs was observed to have a stabilizing effect on the thick 
albumen, the stabilization of the thick albumen became one of the 
problems of this investigation. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Exposure of the fertile eggs to heat was the method employed 

to devitalize the chick embryo. The eggs were immersed in water 
of constant temperature for definite periods. Oil was used in a 
similar manner. In some cases warm air served as the environment 
in which the eggs were held . Comparison of results , of immersing 
the eggs in still or circulating water or oil were made and in some 
of the later tests the eggs were rotated in the liquid. 

Source of Eggs.-Eggs of known history from the Station 
Flock were used in all tests except one. The tests conducted in 
cooperation with the Quartermaster Corps, U. S. Army, included 
also eggs purchased in Missouri by the Army a s U. S. Export II 
eggs. 

Eggs for each experimental group in most cases were selected 
at ra:ndom from the same pens and of the same age. This was done 
to .eliminate differences between groups (hens and pullets) and 
to eliminate any influence of age of egg. Ten or more eggs were · 
used in most lots and from the original data averages were cal
culated which appear in the tables and charts. 

The temperature of the egg to be immersed or treated is 
important. In the earli.er work no attempt was made to control 
this factor but fortunately the eggs were all near the same tem
perature ('10° to 80° F.) and the determinations made applied 
satisfactorily in all of the work clone before cold ·weather arrived 
and eggs were cooled to much lower temperatures. 

Equipment 
For maintammg the liquid at a constant temperature a vat 

heated by electricity and thermostatically controlled was used. 
The eggs were suspended and rotated in the liquid by means o~ 
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wire baskets. For holding the eggs at constant temperatures fol
lowing treatment an electric incubator was used for eggs exposed 
at higher temperatures and a refrigerator for the lower tempera
tures. 

Unbiased Observations 

Most of the observations, at the University of Missouri and 
in the U. S. Army Field Trials, were made by persons who did not 
know how the different lots had been treated. This procedure gave 
unbiased observations. 
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·Fig. 1.-Photograp.hs used for determining the albumen sco1·e of broken-out 
eggs. (Courtesy. <Yf. Cornell University). 
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Measures of Egg Quality 
Research on factors influencing egg quality have lead to cer

tain sta·ndards or methods ·which are quite generally practiced. 
Measures of quality in broken out eggs include: 

a. Albumen score 
b. Height of albumen 
c. Haugh units. 
d. Percentage of outer thin albumen 
e. Strength of yolk membrane 

Albumen Score.-The most rapid and one of the most practical 
albumen measurements yet devised is the albumen scoring system 
developed at Cornell University. Since these scores were used 
rather extensively in this investigation they are reproduced 111 
Fig. 1. 

Height of Albumen.-The height of the thick albumen meas
ures the progressive change from thick to thin albumen which 
normally occurs. This measurement in tenths millimeters was made 
with the instrument as shown in Fig. 2, making the measurement 
about one centimeter or one-half inch from the yolk. 

Pig. 2.-'.\Ieasuring the height of the thick albumen. 

Haugh Units.-In most of these experiments the weight of the 
egg as well as the height of the thick albumen \Vas recorded and 
therefore the Haugh Unit could be calculated from the chart as 
sho\vn in Fig. 3. This measurement is generally accepted as a reli-
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able index of ·albumen quality. This unit is calculated on a relative 
basis and therefore differences may be compared on a percentage 
basis. 
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Fig. 3.-Alignment chart for finding Haugh units. Reproduced from the U. S. Egg and Poultry :.\Iagazine, December, 1937. 
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Percentage of Outer Thin Albumen.-At the University of 
Missouri the percentage of outer thin albumen was determined by 
drawing this thin albumen into a pipette and then weighing the 
amount of outer thin albumen, thus recover.ed from each egg. The 
limount of thick and inner thin albumen combined were determined 
similarly and the percentage of outer thin albumen calculated. 

Strength of the Yolk Membrane.-The amount of pressure re
quired to rupture the vitelline membrane surrounding the yolk 
material was considered a satisfactory measure of yolk stabiliza
tion. Therefore the device shown in Fig. 4 was used to determine 

Fig. 4.-Instrument used for determining the pressure required to rupture the vitelline membrane. 
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the pressure required to rupture the yolk membrane after the 
albumen had been removed. This measurement could be made 
readily with this instrument. 

STABILIZING EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT 
Embryonic development which proceeds until blood is formed 

causes large loss in eggs, especially during the summer months. 
No one has devised a practical method for immediately arresting 
embryonic development after a fertile egg is laid and thereby pre
venting these losses. It was the original purpose of this investiga
tion, beginning in March, 1942, to develop a process or treatment 
whereby fertile eggs might be rendered infertile as far as their sub
sequent reaction to environment was concerned. Table 1 shows 
the results of some of the earlier work where accurate records 

TABLE 1.-RELATION OF TIME OF IMMERSION IN STILL WATER AT 130° F. TO DETERIORATION IN QUALITY OF EGGS HELD 6 DAYS AT 100° F. AFTER TREATMENT BEFORE BREAKING. 4-19 TO 4-25, 1942. 
Diameter of 

Time in germinal 
minutes disc. in mm 

Untreated Live 
fertile controls emhryos 
Untreated in-
fertile controls 2.5 

Fertile eggs Live 
10 embryos 

Infertile eggs 
20 3.1 

Fertile eggs 
40 4.6 

Fertile eggs 
60 5.0 

Infertile eggs 
60 2.6 

Average 
albumen 
8core 

3.1 

2.3 

2.2 

2.2 

2.5 

Index 

.17 

.18 

.18 

.18 

Yolk 

Strength 

52 

40 

45 

56 

62 

were kept. Many preliminary tests were made for observation and 
guidance. These results indicated that embryonic dev.elopment 
was completely stopped and the edible quality of the eggs retained. 
A relatively low temperature wa·s used for a long period of time 
but the results were satisfactory_ 

Table 2 shows the results of an experiment designed to deter
mine the time required to render fertile eggs infertile at tempera
tures slightly below 140° F. and the effects of such treatment on 
the albumen score and the condition of the albumen. It is evident 
that embryonic development in eggs immersed in still water at 
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TABLE 2.-STABILIZING EFFECTS ON FERTILE EGGS IMMERSED IN STILL WATER 
AT 136 TO 140° F. HELD 3 DAYS AT 100° F. AFTER TREATMENT BEFORE . 
BREAKING. 5-7, TO 5-10, 1942. 

Diameter af Average Condition Time in blastoderm albumen of minutes in min. score albumen 
Untreated Live 
controls embryos 

5 4.7 2.6 Normal 
7~'2 6.0 2.6 Normal 
10 4.9 1.7 Normal 
12l,-2 5.3 2.0 Normal 
i:-. 4.9 i.;:; Narmal 

136° to 140° F. for five minutes or longer was immediately and 
permanently arrested while live embryos developed in the untreated 
controls. 

The results of another experiment to determine the time re
quired to stabilize shell eggs are given in Table 3. The t empera
ture of the water was held near 138° F. and the lots of eggs were 
immersed in the water for 5, 70, 10, 120, and 15 minutes, respec
tively. The results showed that embryonic development was not 
arrested by 5 and 70 minute treatments but that immersion for 
10, 120 and 15 minutes stopped ·embryonic development. Treat
ment for 120 minutes, however, caused clouding of the albumen, 
and treatment for 15 minutes slightly coagulated the albumen. 

TABLE 3.-EFFECT OF THERMO-STABILIZING FERTILE SHELL EGGS RY IM
MERSING IN STILL WATER AT 138° F. ON THE KEEPING QUALITY OF SUCH 
EGGS. EGGS HELD ti DAYS AFTER TREATMENT AT 100° f. BEFORE BREAK
ING AND MAKING OBSERVATIONS. AUGUST 6-12, 1942. 

Time of 
treatment Albumen 
(minutes) score 

Untreated 
controls Inedible 

5 3.25 on 4 
edible eggs 

71;~ 2.70 

:l) 2.00 

12% 2.40 claudy 

15 2.40 slightly 
coagulated 

Appearance of 
germinal 

disc. 

Live embryos 

Live ernbr~·o s 
in 0 of 10 eggs 

One dead em -
hn·o and 9 
edible eggs 

All eggs 
edible 

All eggs 
edible 

All eggs 
edible 

Percentage of 
outer thin 
al bumen 

41.5 

30.4 

31.1 

28.2 

23.9 
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TABLE 4.-TIME REQUIRED TO DEVITALIZE FERTILE EGGS WHEN IMMERSED IN 
STILL WATER AT 130° F. EGGS HELD 8 DAYS AT 100° F. AFTER TREATMENT 
BEFORE BREAKING. 7-26 TO 8-3, 1942. 

Diameter 
Titne in blastoclerm 
minutes rum. 

Untreated Li\'e 
controls embr~·os 

5 Live 
e mbryos 

10 Li\'e 
e 1nbr:yos 

15 6.3 

20 5.5 

23 G ') 
'" 

30 u.8 
(iO G.3 

120 4.4 

of 
in 

Average 
albumen 

score 

... --·' 
... -.;.. t.,) 

2.3 

2.6 

2.3 

2.0 

Con dition O'f 
albumen 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

Some coag ulat iO'n 

The results of another test designed to determine the time 
required to stop or stabilize embryonic development with still 
water at 130° F. are given in Table 4. Eggs held for 5 and 10 
minutes under these conditions developed live embryos when 
incubated, whereas eggs treated for from 15 minutes to two hours 
showed no embryonic development or enlargement of the blas
toclerm. Thus it was evident that eggs immersed in still water at 
130° F. for 15 minutes or longer were completely stabilized as to 
embryonic development. 

TABLE 5.-RELATION OF TIME OF IMMERSION JN STILL WATER AT 138° F. TO 
DETERIORATION IN QUALITY OF EGGS HELD 6 DAYS AT 100° F. AFTER TREAT
MENT BEFORE BREAKING. 8-6 TO 8-12, 1942. 

Yolk 

Diameter of AYern~~ Condition 
Strength 

Index (grams pres-'l,ime in germinal disc. alhumen of sure per sq. minutes in mm. score albumen cm.) 
Untreated Lh·e 
c9ntrols embryos 

5 6 live 
4 infertile 3.3 Normal .19 7.0 

7'h 9.6 ~.7 Normal .18 5.9 
10 4.7 2 .6 Normal .17 6.2 
12'h 5.1 2.4 f:Hightly 

claudy .20 6.4 
15 5.2 ~.4 Some 

coagulation .22 6.7 
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Table 5 shovvs the results of a test designed to determine the 
time required to obtain the most satisfactory stabilizing effect from 
immersing shell eggs in still water at 138° F. Appa·rently 5 and 
7,0 minutes were not satisfactory, though eggs treated for 77~ 

minutes showed very little .expansion of the germinal disc. Expos
ure for 10 minutes was satisfactory but 15 minutes did not give 
satisfactory results because the albumen was slightly coagulated. 

Fig. 5.-Fertile eggs held 4 days at 100° F . The egg on the left was thermo. 
stabilized. 

Figure 5 shows the stabilizing effect of the treatment on em
bryonic development in fertile eggs. Both eggs were held under 
the same conditions (100° F.) for three days before this photograph 
was made. Embryonic development was stopped immediately and 
permanently. 

Table 6 shows the effect of time and temperature of treatment 
on embryonic development. Ten minutes at 130° F. in still water 
wa:s not sufficient treatment to completely arrest embryonic de
velopment. Exposur.es to this condition for 20 to 40 minutes, how
ever, arrested such development. When the temperature of the 
water was raised to 135° F. the eggs immersed for 10, 20 and 40 
minutes were completely stabilized as to embryonic development. 

Finding that embryonic development could be completely 
and permanently arrested by immersing eggs in water for a refa
tively short time, it was deemed advisable to determine the time 
required to a:ccomplish the same results with circulating warm air. 
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TABLE 6.-TIME AND TEMPERATURE AS FACTORS INFLUENCING EMBRYONIC DE
VELOPMENT AND ALBUMEN SCORE WHEN EGGS WERE IMMERSED IN STILL 
WATER. EGGS HELD 48 HOURS AT 100° f. AFTER TREATMENT BEFORE BREAK
ING. 7-11 TO 7-13, 1942. 

Diameter of Average Condition Time in 'l'emperature blastoderm albumen of minutes of water in mn1. score albumen 
Untreated Controls 30.0 

1 blood ring 3.1 Normal 
10 130° F. 12.S 2.5 Normal 
20 130° F. 7.5 1.9 Normal 
40 1300 F. 6.1 l.9 Normal 
10 13{l 0 1F. tl.S 2.1 Normal 
20 136° F. 4.8 1.6 Cloudy 
40 J:l6' .J;"'. Soft 

boiled 

Table ~, shows the results obtained when fertile eggs were 
exposed to air circulated by a small household fan where the 
temperature was held at 135° F .. 150° F., and 150 to 153° F. From 
these results it was evident that under those conditions more than 
20 minutes was required to stop embryonic development at 135 ° F. 
and 150° F. Later work, however, indicated that air held at 140° F. 
and circulated at high velocity around the eggs would stop em
bryonic development and stabilize albumen quality in from 8 to 12 
minutes. Since it is possible to reduce the time factor to practical 
operating limits, air conditioning may offer a solution to the ap
plication of this process. However, for best results the eggs should 
be dipped in oil following the heat treatment. 

TABLE 7.-EFFECT OF TIME AND TEMPERATURE ON EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT 
AND ALBUMEN SCORE WHEN EGGS WERE TREATED WITH CIRCULATING AIR. 
EGGS HELD FOR 44 HOURS AT 1000 F. AFTER TREATMENT BEFORE BREAKING. 6-28 TO 6-30, 1942. 

rrilne in Te1nper:1t.nre Diametc-•r (l'f Avern~e minutes of air hla~to<ll'rtn alhnnwn Couclit:ion of iu mm. !'.'core albumen 
Untreated 
controls 4G.!'.i 2.G Normal 

· ·--------~-~--· ·---

5 1an° 11"'. 45.1 2.G Normal 
10 l::t;;• I''· 4!'.i.~ 2.3 Normal 
20 l:ir.i° F. :m.:i 2.G Normal 
40 1!11° P. 4.H "">!"" -. •) Normal 
GO 1a.1° P . -~ , •• J 2.1 Normal 
10 150° P. 44.:! 2.8 Normal 
20 1GO-<la° F"'. 12.G 2.5 Normal 
40 150-53° F . 4.3 Hi Some 

coagu!l1tion 
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TABLE 8.-EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE OF STILL WATER ON STABILIZATION OF 

FERTILE EGGS. EGGS HELD FOR 48 HOURS AT 100° f. AFTER TREATMENT 

BEFORE BREAKING. 7-4 TO 7-6, 1942. 

Diallle ter of 
Time in Temperature Bla~toderlll Condition of 
minutes of water in n1m. albumen 

1 150° F. 46.5 Normal 

2 150° F. 42.6 Normal 

3 150° F. 23.8 Coag ulated 

5 120° F . 36.0 Normal 

15 120° F . 24.2 Nornwl 

35 120° F . 5.9 Normal 

10 113° F. 27.5 Normal 

20 11:3° F. 311.8 No r m:1J 

40 113° F. ~8.:) Normal 

Table 8 shows the results of some tests designed to determine 
the relation of time and temperature in stopping embryonic de
velopment. At 150° F . the albumen was coagulated before em
bryonic development was arrested. Fertile eggs held in still water 
at 120° F. for 35 minutes reacted as infertile eggs but exposure 
for 15 minutes to the same conditions was not sufficient to arrest 
embryonic development. However, eggs held for 40 minutes at 
113° F. were not stabilized relative to viability of the embryo. 

Several other tables used later to show stabilizing effects on 
the albumen also show the effect on embryonic development. From 
all of the tests made it was evident that embryonic development 
could be stopped at the stage of development which existed when 
the eggs were exposed to the treatment and that no further growth 
resulted when such eggs were exposed to normal incubation tem
peratures. 

If embryonic development has proceeded far enough to lower 
the quality of the egg, very little would pe gained by treating such 
eggs to stop embryonic development. For best results eggs should 
be treated soon after laying and before growth of the blastoderm 
has proceeded much beyond the fresh-laid stage. 

Effect of Dipping Eggs in Cold Oil on Embryonic Development 

To test the effect of coating eggs with oil on the development 
of the embryo of such eggs, fertile eggs w ere dipped in cold oil 
and then placed in an incubator operated at 100° F. and held for 
seven days. Embryonic development in such eggs proceeded for 
about 48 hours or until the yolk was covered with development 
and stopped, probably due to a lack of oxygen. The condition of 
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the egg was such as to make it undesirable for human food. This 
test showed that the oil coating in itself was not the essential 
factor responsible for the immediate cessation of embryonic de
velopment in fertile eggs treated by heating in oil. Table 11 shows 
that heat is the essential factor. 

Effect of Immersing Eggs in Boiling Water on Embryonic 
Development 

Fertile eggs were dipped in boiling water for 6 seconds and 
15 seconds to test the theory that such treatment would stop 
embryonic development. The eggs were then incubated for 4 days 
before breaking and examining. The albumen near the shell of 
both lots was coagulated and live embryos were found in both lots 
of eggs. This test indicated that immersing eggs in boiling water 
for a few seconds did not stop embryonic development even 
though the albumen near the shell was coagulated. 

STABILIZING THE THICK ALBUMEN 
Loss of quality in shell eggs can be measured by the decline 

in the amount of thick albumen present when such eggs are 
broken out. The consumer prefers an egg which "stands up" well 
and has a relatively high percentage of thick albumen. Weak or 
watery whites are undesirable in eggs used for poaching, frying 
and other uses which demand an egg of high quality. 

It was observed early in this investigation that the normal 
breakdown of thick albumen was not occurring in treated lots. 
Therefore an experiment was planned for measuring the relative 
decline in the albumen score of treated and untreated eggs. Table 
1 shows the results obtained in one of the early tests. Untreated 
infertile controls held 6 days at 100° F. had an average albumen 
score of 3.1 whereas eggs from the same pens immersed in still 
water at 130° F. for 20 to 60 minutes had average albumen scores 
of 2.3 and 2.5 respectively. This first test indicated that albumen 
score and therefore "standing up" quality of thick albumen was 
stabilized by the treatment so that treated eggs held at 100° F. 
for 6 da,ys retained the quality of the albumen much better than 
untreated eggs. 

Table 2 shows that the extended periods (10 to 15 minutes) of 
treatment more completely stabilized the thick albumen than treat
ments for 5 and 7,0 minutes. The average albumen score for fresh
laid eggs is seldom less than 1.5 which was the score for the eggs 
treated for 15 minutes at 136 to 140° F. and then held for 3 days 
at 100° F. 
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The stabilizing effect of the heat treatment on the thick 

albumen is shown also by Table 3. Eggs immersed in still water at 

138° F. for 10 and 12yJ minutes had a much better albumen score 

than those treated for only 5 minutes. The percentage of outer thin 

albumen after 6 days at .100° F. was 41.5 per cent for eggs treated 

for 5 minutes as compared to :3 1.1 per cent for eggs treated for 

10 minutes. Both of these measurements indicate a stabilizing 

effe_ct on the albumen from the heat treatment. 

Table . 5 shows that a temperature of 138° F.· a lso exerts a 

stabilizing effect on the thick albumen. It will be observed that 

immersing eggs in still water at 138° F. for 7yJ minutes to 15 min

utes protected the thick albumen against the breakdown which 

normally occurs. Egg treated for only .5 minutes had an average 

albumen score of 3.3 as compared to average scores ranging from 

2.4 to 2.7 for the lots treated for longer periods. 

The stabilizing effect of longer periods of treatment are also 

shown in Table 6. As a result of two days incubation at 100° F. 

the albumen scores of the untreated controls had increased to 3.1 

whereas the treated lots held under the same conditions had aver

age albumen scores from 1.6 to 2.5. 

Fig. 6.-Fertile egg held 4 days at 100° F . after treating be
fore photographing. 

Figure 6 shows a· treated fertile egg which was broken out 

after 4 days at 100° F. This egg had the appearance of a fresh-laid 

egg. 
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The stabilizing effect of the heat treatment on the thick 
albumen was best shown when infertile eggs were used. Table V 
shows that untreated infertile eggs held at 100° F. for 48 hours 
had an average albumen score of 2.5 whereas the treated lots had 
scores of 2.0, 2.2 and 1.6. The average score of the eggs immersed 
for 20 minutes was 1.6 but the albumen of some of these eggs was 
coagulated, a condition which makes this 20 minute treatment 
impractical. 

TABLE 9.-STABILIZING EFFECT OF HEAT TREATMENT ON THE ALBUMEN OF IN
FERTILE EGGS. EGGS IMMERSED IN STILL WATER AT 140° f. AND THEN HELD 
48 HOURS AT 100° f. BEFORE BREAKING. 

'.l'ime in minutes 
Average albumen 
scwe (10 eggs) 

' Condition of 
albumen 

Untreated controls 2.50 Normal 

....... 

""' 0 

6.0 

~5.0 

5 

10 

20 

40 

2.W Normal 

1.95 Normal 

1.60 3 egg coagulated 

Soft boiled 

----.--~- r---- ·- --r-···---r-- ---,-- - ,-----, 

YOLK STR.ENGTH 
... ------ ----- -------- ------- --.. 

ALBUMEN HEIGHT 

---... .. ____ __ ___ ___ _ 
---... --·--______ .. __ --- - - - ::.-:..----~===--

ALBUMEN SCOR.E -- -TREA.fEO 
- - - - · l.JNTREAfEO 
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Fig. 7.-Tbe ditrerence in quality or treated and untreated infertile eggs held for -t.:i days at room temperature. 
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Figure 7 shows that infertile eggs which were treated retained 
their quality considerably better than untreated eggs. The treated 
eggs had a better broken-out appearance, the albumen "stood up" 
better and the yolk membrane was stronger than in the untreated 
eggs. 

Several lots of eggs as shown in Table 10 were submitted to 
the Field Headquarters Market Center Procurement Section, U. S. 
Army Quartermaster Corps, Chicago, Illinois, for their observa
tions. The eggs were held at room temperatures which prevailed 
at that season (May 22 to June 9), temperatures not sufficiently high 
to cause embryonic development but high enough to cause a rather 
rapid breakdO\vn of the thick albumen. The observers scoring the 
thick albumen did not know any of the treatments which had been 
given the eggs. The average albumen scores of the two lots of 
eggs treated May 14 ·was 2.49 and 2.62 as compared to an average 
score of 4.11 for untreated fertile controls and 3.89 for the untreated 
infertile controls. The average albumen score of lot F treated 
May 19 was 2.40 as compared to an average albumen score of 3.46 
for the untreated controls. 

TABLE 10.-STABILIZING EFFECT OF THE HEAT TREATJVI ENT ON THE ALBUMEN 
OF SHELL EGGS. EGGS TREATED AT COLUMBIA, MISSOURI, MAY 14 AND 
MAY 19, 1942, AND EXAMINED AT THE FIELD HEADQUARTERS PERISHABLE 
BRANCH OF THE QUARTERMASTER GENERAL, CHICAGO, hLINOIS, MAY 22, 
28 AN'D JuNE 9, 1942. LoTS C AND D TREATED MAY 14 AND LoT F TREATED 
MAY 19. 

'.rreatment 

A. Untreated fertile controls 

B. Untreated infertile controls 

C . . Fertile eggs immersed in still water 
for 15 minutes at 136° F. 

D. Fertile eggs immersed in still oil for 
15 minutes at 136° F. 

E. Untreated fertile controls for campari
son with lot IF'. 

F. Fertile eggs immersed in ~till water 
for 4() minutes at 130° F. to 136° F. 

No. t:~ggs 
examined 

23 

46 

42 

46 

24 

21 

Movement of Oil and Eggs 

Average albumen 
score of all eggs 

broken out 

4.11 

3.89 

2.49 

2.62 

3.46 

2.40 

It was deemed advisable to investigate the · effect of still oil, 
circulating oil and rotation of eggs in oil on the stabilizing effects 
on the albumen and yolk. The results as given in Table 11 indicate 
that the'albumen of eggs rotated in oil so that the contents of the 
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TABLE 11.-MOVEMENT OF OIL J\.ND EGGS AS FACTORS INFLUENCING THE HEAT 
TREATMENT 01' SHELL EGGS. EGGS HELD 5 DAYS AT 100° F. AFTER TREAT
MENT. ll-16 TO 11-21, 1942. 

'.l'reatment 

Embryonic 
DeTe.lop· Albumen Albumen Haugh Yolk 

ment ~«ore height units strength 

Untreated 

Still oil 

Still oil 

Live 
embr~·os 

4 eggs 
12x140 clewloped 

One in 
13x140 10 eggs 

Still oil 14x140 None 

Still oil 15xl40 Kone 

Oil stirred 12x140 Kone 

Oil stirred 13xl40 None 

Oil stirred 14x140 :-;·one 

Oil stirred 15x140 Kone 

Eggs rotated 12x140 None 

Eggs rotated 13x140 None 

Eggs rotated 14x140 None 

Eggs rotatc•d 15xl40 Kone 

l .S9 

2.50 

2.39 

:!.OG 

:!.19 

2.15 

2.08 

1.84 

2.12 

1.91 

1.55 

5.5 71 88 

5.0 68 71 

5.0 6S 103 

5.6 73 92 

5.7 75 73 

5.8 74 75 

fl.9 76 84 

5.7 74 80 

6.0 65 

6.0 85 

6.0 76 93 

G.4 79 100 

Edibility 

Inedible 

3 Inedible 

All edible 

All edible 

All edible 

All edible 

All edible 

All edible 

All edible 

All edible 

All edible 

All edible 

All edible 

'£he temperature of the oil was 140° I\'. when the eggs were placed in the oil. Be
fore treatment the eggs were beld in a basement where the temperature was about 
50° F. 

egg inside the shell are moved are more completely stabilized than 
when the oil is still or circulated but the eggs are not rotated. 
Circulating oil was more effective than still oil. 

Age of Egg 

It is generally recognized that the quality of an egg is best 
when fresh-laid. In commercial practice it may not be convenient 
or possible to thermo-stabilize eggs until severnl days after lay
ing. Therefore it was deemed advisable to determine the relation 
of age of egg when the eggs were treated to the subsequent quality 
of such eggs. 

Table 12 shows the results of two tests where the age of 
egg varied from 3 hours to 10 days, all eggs being selected to be 
U. S. Extras or better at the time they were treated. These results 
show that albumen quality was best in fresh-laid eggs but the 
difference between eggs one day old and 5 days old is rather small 
and not of much practical importance. 

High quality eggs, though they be several days old, can be 
treated by this process so that the quality of the albumen is retained 
remarkably well. 
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TABLE 12.-RELATION OF AGE OF EGG WHEN TREATED TO CHANGES IN QUALITY 
AFTER TREATMENT. ALL EGGS U. S. EXTRAS OR BETTER. HELD 7 DAYS 

AT 100° F. 

Age o:f egg 
when treated 

3 Hours 

6 Hours 

1 Day 

2 Day 

3 Day 

4 Day 

5 Day 

6 Day 

7 Day 

8 Day 

9 Day 

10 Day 

Albumen 
score 

·First Second 
test test 

2.18 2.14 

2.14 2.11 

2.00 2.15 

2.05 

2.H 

2.14 

2.38 

3.06 

2.38 

2.23 

2.36 

2.56 

Albumen 
height (mm) 

First Second 
test test 

6.54 6.36 

5.91 6.10 

5.96 5.72 

5.77 

5.30 

5.19 

5.45 

4.50 

5.27 

5.39 

4.93 

4.87 

Strength of yolk 
membrane (pres
sure per square 

Haugh centimeter re-
__ t_11_1i_ts __ 11uired to rupture 
First Second First Second 
test test test test 

so 80 10.6 8.8 

75 i'7 10.0 7.8 

76 9.2 8.1 

76 9.9 

70 8.1 

70 7.8 

72 8.2 

9.0 

5.7 

71 7.3 

67 6.1 

67 

Holding Temperature 
The temperature at which eggs are held subsequent to their 

treatment is a very important factor affecting the rate of deteriora
tion of the quality of shell eggs. For the purpose of measuring the 
influence of environmenta·l temperature on the rate of deteriora
tion in eggs, lots of shell eggs wer.e treated and then held together 
with untreated control lots at 50° F, 70° F, 90° F, and 100° F for 
the time intervals indicated in Table 13. Deterioration in quality 
1.Vas measured at intervals by breaking representative samples and 
scoring the appearance of the albumen, determining the Haugh 
Units and by determining the pressure required to rupture the 
vitelline membrane. 

Albumen Score.-The albumen score was influenced very 
greatly by the temperature but treated lots held up remarkably 
well as compared to untreated controls. At 90° F and 100° F the 
untreated eggs became inedible within a few days. Treated eggs 
held as long as 21 days at 100° F. had an average albumen score 
of 3.0 and treated eggs held for 43 days at 90° F. had an average 
albumen score of 2.3. 

At 70° F. it was possible to compare the breakdown of albumen 
in the treated and untreated lots without any interference from 
·embryonic development. It will be observed that the albumen 
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TABLE 13.-DETERIORATION IN THERMO-STABILIZED FERTILE EGGS AS MEAS
URED BY THE INCREASE IN ALBUMEN SCORE. EGGS HELD AT 50, 70, 90 
AND 100° F. AVERAGE ALBUMEN SCORE OF FRESH-LAID EGGS WAS 2.1. 

Days 50° F. 70° F. 90° F. 100' F. 
Held Controls Treated Contrals Treated Controls Treated Controls Treated 
4 2.6 1.9 

10 Inedible 1.7 

11 Inedible 1.9 
12 Inedible 2.0 
14 2.2 1.7 

16 Inedible 2.1 

18 2.3 1.7 3.1 1.9 Inedible 1.8 Ined ible 2.3 

21 Inedible 3.0 
~4 3.0 l.G 

29 Inedil.>le 2.6 

32 2.4 2.0 3.2 2.1 Inedible 2.3 

40 

43 3.4 1.8 !n('<iible ~.3 

G3 2.0 

score of the thermo-stabilized eggs remained quite low showing 
that these eggs were holding their quality remarkably well. 

Both the treated and untreated lots held at 50° F . declined 
in quality only very slowly during the time these lots w ere held. 

Height of Thick Albumen.-The influence of temperature on 
the rate of deterioration was also measured by taking the height 
of the albumen of both the treated and untreated lots a t t he time 
intervals specified in Table 14. These results show that the treat
ments given these eggs did very definitely prevent liquefaction 
of the thick albumen in eggs held at 50° F., 70° F., 90° F. and 100° F. 
The differences are much more pronounced at the higher tempera
tures.. High temperature increased the rate of breakdown of the 
thick albumen in both the treated and untreated lots. 

Haugh Units.-Table 15 shows the relative change which oc
curred in the quality of thermo-stabilized shell eggs held at 50° F., 
70° F., 90° F. and 100° F. The Haugh Unit for fresh-laid eggs se
lected at random at this same season was 76. 

The decline in interior quality of the treated lots as measured 
in Haugh units was relatively slow as compared to the rapid 
decline in the quality of the untreated lots. The untreated lots 
held at 90° F. and 100° F. soqn became inedible. 
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TABLE 14.-DETERIORATION IN THERMO-STABILIZED FERTILE EGGS AS MEAS
URED BY THE HEIGHT OF THE THICK ALBUMEN. EGGS HELD AT 50, 70, 90 
AND 100° F. AVERAGE HEIGHT OF THICK ALBUMEN IN FRESH-LAID EGGS 
6.1 MM. 

Days 
Held 

4 

10 

11 

12 

14 

16 

18 

21 

24 

29 

32 

40 

43 

63 

50° F. 70° F. 

Controls Treated Controls Treated 

5.4 7.1 

5.3 7.7 3.9 7.2 

3.4 7.4 

5.3 6.6 3.0 6.5 

2.7 7.0 

6.6 

9-0• F. 

Controls 

4.9 

Fer. ined. 
3 inf. 3.3 

Ined. 

Ined. 

3 Inf. 2.2 

Ined. 

Treated 

7.0 

8.1 

6.9 

4.5 

5 .6 

5.3 

100' F. 

Controls Treated 

Ined. 7.1 

Ined. 6.2 

Ined. 6.1 

Ined. 5.5 

Ined. 4.8 

TABLE 15.-DETERIORATION IN THERMO-STABILIZED FERTILE EGGS AS MEAS
URED BY HAUGH UNITS. EGGS HELD AT 50, 70, 9 0 AND 100° F. HAUGH 
UNITS FOR FRESH-LAID EGGS 76. 

Days 50° F. 70° F. 00° F. 100° F. 
Held Controls Treated Controls Treated Controls 'l'reated Contrals Treated 

4 66 82 

10 Ined. 90 

11 Ined. 85 

12 Ined. 79 

14 74 85 

16 Ined. 76 

18 71 87 60 85 Ined. 82 Ined. 71 

21 Inecl. 66 

24 54 86 

29 

32 71 81 50 81 3 Inf. 
4-0 75 

40 

~8 46 85 

63 82 
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Coagulation of Albumen 
The upper limits for time and temperature when thermo

stabilizing eggs is the point at which coagulation of the albumen 
occurs. Tables 3 and 7 show that some coagulation of the albumen 
occurred when eggs were immersed in still water for 15 minutes 
at 138° F., for 40 minutes at 135° F. and for 120 minutes at 1 30° F. 
Coagulation also occurred when shell eggs were exposed to cir
culating a:ir for 40 minutes at 150 to 153° F. 

TABLE 16.-TIME REQUIRED TO COAGULATE EGG ALBUMEN IN SHELL EGGS. 

'l'ime 

EGG TEMPERATURE ABOUT 60° F. AT TIME OF IMMERSION. STILL LIQUIDS 
AT 140° F. 

Broken Out Condition 
in Immersed in Immersed in minutes water oil 

10 Normal Normal 

12 Slight Normal 
coagulation 

13 Slight 
coagulation 

Normal 

14 Coagulation Normal 

15 Coagulation Slight 
coagulation 

16 Coddled Slight 
coagulatian 

The time required to coagulate the albumen of eggs immersed 
in non-circulating water and oil is shown in Table 16. Water being 
a more efficient conductor of heat than oil transferred heat to the 
egg more rapidly than oil and therefore the eggs immersed in 
water showed slight coagulation after 12 minutes at 140° F. 
whereas slight coagulation appeared after 15 minutes of immersion 
in oil. 

Before coagulation of the albumen occurs it undergoes a pre
coagulation stage in which an opalescent condition may be ob
served by placing the broken out egg a·gainst a black background. 
To get most satisfactory results from the process of thermo-stabili
zation, it may be necessary to extend the treatment until this 
opalescent condition appears. This is particularly true if pas
teurization of the ·egg is desired. This pre-coagulated condition 
does not appea•r to be undesirable and it is doubtful if the housewife 
would notice it. 

STABILIZING THE EGG YOLK 
The yolk of the egg tends to weaken and flatten with age and 

very rapidly at high temperatures. Tables 11 and Figure 7 show that 
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1Fig. 8.-The relation of age of eggs when treated ta their subsequent quality. 

the yolk may be stabilized so that the vitelline membrane retains its 
strength longer tha·n usual. Certainly this was true when eggs were 
rotated in oil and given the maximum treatment. (See bottom part 
of Table 11). This indicates that if the yolk is subjected to rela
tively high temperatures for a short time the yolk membrane is 
stabilized against subsequent deterioration, at least the rnte at 
which this membrane weakens is retarded. 

The age of the egg when treated as shown in Figure 8 and 
Table 12 is a rather important factor ~ffecting yolk quality as 
measured by the strength of the vitelline membrane. This mem
brane weakens rapidly with age. Eggs treated soon after laying 
possessed much stronger vitelline membranes than those several 
days old when tre~ted. 

The temperature at which eggs are held is also an important 
factor influencing the deterioration of the vitelline membrane. Table 
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17 shows that eggs held at 50° F. and 70° F. contained yolks with 

much stronger vitelline membranes than eggs held at higher tem
peratures. Treated eggs retained the strength of the vitelline mem
brane longer than untreated eggs. 

TABLE 17.-DETERIORATION IN THERMO-STABILIZED EGGS AS MEASURED BY THE 

PRESSURE (GRAMS PER SQ. CM.) REQUIRED TO RUPTURE THE YOLK MEM

BRANE. EGGS HELD AT 50, 70, 90 AND 100° F. PRESSURE REQUIRED FOR 

FRESH-LAID CONTROLS-13.4. 

Days 500 ,p_ 70° F. 90° F 100° F. 

Held Controls 'l'reatecl Controls 'l'reatecl Contro'ls 'Treatecl Controls 'l'reated 

4 7.7 13.6 

10 Inecl. 9.6 In ed. 7.9 

14 10.7 H.3 

16 Ined. 6.7 

18 12.2 14.6 7.7 12.7 In eel. 9.G 6.1 

21 5.4 

24 S.4 8.2 

29 :J Inf. 
r" .. _ 6.0 

11.1 13.8 
32 7.8 13.5 6.7 11.3 5.6 

43 6.7 S.6 Inc~ d . 6.5 

63 9.1 

COOKING PROPERTIES 

The final test for a food product such as eggs is consumer ac
ceptance and their value in cooking. Treated and untreated lots 

of eggs were submitted to the Department of Home Economics 
of the University of Missouri for use- in egg cookery. The lots were 
designated by letter and this was the only information made avail

able to these observers. 

The results of the first preliminary cooking tests are given in 
Table 18. It will be observed that the treated lots proved superior 

to the untreated lots in all tests made with the possible exception 
of volume of foam when whipped. Table 19 shows' another series 
of tests made by the Department of Home Economics with treated 

and untreated lots of eggs. These results show that this process 

improved the. keeping quality of the eggs very decidedly. 

The conclusions dra\vn after the eggs treated December 1, 
1942, and held at 75 to 85° F. to January 14, 1943, was as follows: 

The broken out appearance was good, the air cell was small, the 
germ spot \vas undeveloped, the amount of thin white had in-
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TABLE 18.-COOKING PROPERTIES OF THERMO-STABILIZED EGG. EGGS LAID AND 
TREATED NOVEMBER 16, 1942. COOKING TESTS. MADE Nov. 19, BY THE 
EXPERIMENTAL FOODS CLASS IN HOME ECONOMICS. 

Cooking or Lot A immersed in still Lot B. 
edible properties oil for 14 minutes at 140° F. Untreated contro-ls 

Condition of 
albumen F irm !\fore liquid 

Poached Excellent Good 

Fried Excellent Good 

Whipping Less volume Greater volume 
but more stable but less stable 

Flavor Strictly fresh More pronounced 

TABLE 19.-0BSERVATIONs MADE BY THE DEPARTMENT OF Ho!Vrn EcoNoMics 
OF EGGS TREATED DECEMBER 1, 1942. (THESE EGGS WERE .HELD 
WHERE THE TEMPERATURE VARIED FROM 75 TO 85° F.) 

Poached Bo~_il=e_d __ General rating 
Date Treated Untreated '.rreated Untreated Treated Untreated 

Dec. 3 Excellent Fair Go-od 1Fair 

Dec. 8 Excellent Poor Excellent Fair Excellent Fair 

Dec. 10 Excellent Poor Good Poor Go-od ·Fair 

Dec. 15 Good Poor 

Dec. 29 Good Inedible 

Jan. 5 Fair 

.Tan. 7 Good 

Jan. 12 Fair 

creased, yolk could be separated from the white only with difficulty, 
but these eggs were still suitable for cooking purposes. 

THE EFFECT OF THE PROCESS ON THE YIELD OF 
LIQUID EGG 

Since millions of pounds of shell eggs are now broken, either 
for the frozen egg trade or for drying, it was deemed advisable 
to determine the yield of liquid egg of both treated and untreated 
fresh-la:id eggs soon after treatment. The results were as follows: 

Percentage yield of liquid egg 

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 

Untreated 86.0 85.7 86.6 85.6 

Trea:ted 85.7 85.8 85.7 ·s5.1 

From these results it appears evident that treating eggs by 
this process does not influence the yield of liquid egg when such 
eggs are broken. 
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EFFECT OF THE OIL PROCESSING OF EGGS ON THE 
RATE OF EVAPORATION 

The rate at which eggs lose moisture is an important factor 
in determining their commercial grade. The size of the air cell in 
an egg· is important in grading high quality eggs. That eggs coated 
with oil evaporate quite slowly is generally known. To determine 
the rate of evaporation from shell eggs treated with different oils, 
treated and control eggs were carefully weighed individually to the 
nearest .01 gram at weekly intervals. 

TABLE 20.-RELATIVE RATE(%) OF EVAPORATION IN SHELL EGGS AS INFLUENCED 
BY PROCESSING WITH OIL. EGGS HEI.D IN AN INCUBATOR AT 90° F. JAN
UARY, 1943. 

15% oil .A.+85% An ml Time Unoiled Oil A pentane Oil B Oil B emulsion Period cont1·ols at 140° F . cold at 140° F. cold at 140° F. 
1-3 to 
1-9 100 12.1 60.2 7.5 6.2 5.-f 

1-9 to 
1-16 100 15.8 63.9 5.-! 6.2 3.3 

1-16 to 
1-23 100 22.7 66.5 4.i 7.8 3.1 

1-23 to 
1-30 100 27.6 64.6 4.1 7 ., .... 2.1 

Table 20 shows the percentage loss of weight for each group 
of eggs and the relative rate of evaporation of the different lots. 
It appears that evaporation in shell eggs soon after oil processing 
may be reduced by as much as 95 per cent by using a suitable oil. 

U. S. ARMY FIELD TRIALS 
When eggs treated by this process were submitted to Field 

Headquarters of the Market Center Procurement Section of the 
Office of the Quartermaster General, the officers in charge were 
interested and arranged for field trials to test the keeping quality 
of eggs treated by this process for U. S. Army use under adverse 
handling and weather conditions. Accordingly arrangements were 
made to ship a carload of U. S. Export II eggs from Missouri to 
California for use in U. S. Army desert maneuvers. Forty cases 
of these eggs were sent on October 6, 1942 to the University of 
Missouri where one-half of each case was treated and the other 
half of the case was left untreated for comparison of changes in 
quality. 

Eggs produced on the University of Missouri poultry farm and 
therefore of known origin were also used in these trials. These eggs 
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were from two pens, one mated and the other unmated. The treated 
eggs were given three different treatments: One lot of eggs 
was immersed in still oil at 140° F. for 14 minutes. Other lots 
were immersed in still water at 140° F. for 10 minutes. A third 
lot was immersed in still water at 140° F. for 10 minutes and 
after drying dipped in oil. It may be pointed out that the above 
methods of treatment are not as effective a·s the later method of 
rotating eggs in oil or water. 

After treatment the eggs were returned by truck on October 
7 to Stanberry, Missouri, where they were loaded into a refrig
erated railroad car and shipped to Los Angeles. The average tem
perature of the car enroute was about 45° F. Arrangements were 
made for Major James M. Gwin, U. S. Army Quartermaster Corps; 
Private Marlowe W. Olson (formerly Dr. Olson, Beltsville Research 
Center, U. S. D. A. ) of the U. S. Army Veterinary Corps; and the 
author to go to California to make observations on changes in the 
quality of the treated and untreated lots of eggs. Dr. George Stew
art, Poultry Products Laboratory, Iowa State College, also as
sisted with these observations. 

The eggs arrived in good condition in Los Angeles on October 
20 and observations were made from then until November 5. On 
October 21 the treated and untreated eggs were transported in 
an insulated truck with other foods to N eeclles, California for dis
tribution to the U. S. troops then in training there. Representa
tive samples of the treated and untreated lots of eggs were broken 
and examined as indicated by the accompanying tables. Eggs from 
several lots were also returned to the University of Missouri by 
railway express for observations which were made November 10 
and 23. 

Since relatively cool weather prevailed in the desert during 
these trials, the eggs in their fillers were placed in single layers 
where the direct sun could strike them from about 9 a . m. to 4 p. m. 
each clay . The eggs were returned to the cases and covered with 
blankets to keep the eggs warm at night. The actual temperature 
of the inside of the eggs ranged from 74: to 96° F. and averaged 
slightly over 80° F. 

Figure 9 illustrates the kind of observations 'which were made 
on these eggs. Dr. George Stewart weighed the eggs, broke them, 
measured the height of thick albumen, and separated the yolk from 
white. Major James M. Gwin observed the broken out appearance 
and scored the albumen in accordance 'with the albumen scores as 
indicated in Figure 1. Dr. Marlowe W. Olson measured the per-
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Fig. 9.-Examining treated and untreated eggs at the U. S. Army Quartermaster Market Center, Los Angeles, California, October 22, 194~. Left to right: Dr. Marlow Olson, Major James Gwin, Dr. George Stewart, aud the author. (Otl\cial U. S. Signal Corps photo). 

centage of thick and thin white with a set of screens and 
cylinders which measured to the nearest cubic centimeter. 
author recorded the results. 

glass 
The 

Decline in Quality of U. S. Export II Eggs 
Albumen Score.-The decline in albumen score of the treated 

and untreated lots of U. S. Export II eggs is shown in Table 21. 

TABLE 21.-THERMO-STABILIZING EFFECT ON THE ALBUMEN SCORE OF U. S. EX
PORT II EGGS PURCHASED IN MISSOURI, TREATED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF 
MISSOURI, OCTOBER 7, 1942, SHIPPED TO CALIFORNIA AND HELD UNDER 
DESERT CONDITIONS FROM OCTOBER 22 TO NOVEMBER 5, 1942. 

Treated in Treated Untreated Treated water and Date examined in oil controls in water dipped in oil 
October 20 on 
arrival at Los 2.06 2.91 2.25 .Angeles 2.23 2.26 2.31 
October 22 2.13 2.45 2.11 1.87 
October 23 2.19 2.68 2.U 
October 30 2.23 3.15 ·~.l.40 2.21 
November 2 2.24 3.23 2.15 2.13 

2.58 uo l!.!IO 2.29 November 5 £.24 2.25 
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Fig. 10.-The effect of oil processing and thermo-stabilization cambined with oil 
processing on the keeping quality o·f infertile eggs held for one week at 100° F. 

Since one-half of each case of eggs remained untreated as controls 
while the other half of the case was treated it was assumed that 
the albumen score of the treated and untreated lots were approxi
mately the same at the time of treatment in Missouri . It will be 
observed that by November 5 the average albumen score of the 
untreated lot was 3.30 as compared to scores of 2.24, 2.25, 2.29, 2.58 
and 2.60 for the trea:ted lots. 

Percentage of Thick Albumen.-The decline in quality of these 
eggs was also measured by comparing the percentage of thick 
albumen present after different exposures as shown in Table 22. 
The percentage of thick albumen was considerably higher in the 
treated lots than in the untreated lots. This measurement also 
shows that this process had , a stabilizing effect on the thick 
albumen, retarding the normal breakdown. 
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TABLE 22.-THERMO-STABILIZING EFFECT ON THE PERCENTAGE OF THICK AL

BUMEN OF U. S. EXPORT II EGGS PURCHASED IN MISSOURI, TREATED AT 
THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI OCTOBER 7, 1942 , SHIPPED TO CALIFORNIA 
AND HELD UNDER DESERT CONDITIONS FROM OCTOBER 22 TO NOVEMBER 

5, 1942. 

Treated in 
Treated Untreated Treated water and 

Date examined in oil controls in water dipped in oil 

October 20 on 
arrival at Los 55.5 49.4 C0.4 
Angeles 58.1 49.9 59,2 65.9 

October 22 54.5 48.3 55-.. 57.7 

October 23 53.6 49.0 55.4 

October 30 56.4 49.5 61.4 61.1 

November 2 58.S 41.6 ~.S.3 57.8 

November 5 49.3 43.0 59.5 54.0 

Height of Thick Albumen.-The height of the thick albumen 
was also used as a measure of the rate of deterioration in qua:lity 
of the treated and untreated eggs. Table 23 shows that by the 
time the eggs reached California there was a difference in the 
average height of the thick albumen and that this difference in
creased as time passed. This measurement shows the stabilizing 
effect of the process on the thick albumen. 

TABLE 23.-THERMO-STABILIZING EFFECT ON THE HEIGHT OF THICK ALBUMEN 
OF U. S. EXPORT II EGGS PURCHASED JN M1ssouR1, TREATED AT THE UNI

VERSITY OF M1ssOURJ, OCTOBER 7, 1942, SHIPPED TO CALIFORNIA AND HELD 
UNDER DESERT CONDITIONS FROM OCTOBER 22 TO NOVEMBER 5, 1942. 

'l'reated in 
Treated Untreated Treated wat1!r and 

Date examined in oil controls in water clipped in oil 

October 20 on 
arrival in Los 4.8 3.8 5.1 
Angeles G.2 4.1 4.8 4.8 

October 22 4.9 4.4 U.1 5.6 

October 23 4.9 4.2 4.9 

October 30 4.8 3.4 4.3 4.6 

November 2 4.0 2.1 4.1 4.4 

Novernber 5 3.8 2.5 4.0 4.3 

Haugh Units.-The relative decline in quality of the treated 
and untreated eggs as shown by the Haugh units is given in Table 
24. It will be observed that by November 5 the quality of the 
treated lots was approximately 50 per cent above that of the un
treated lots. 
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TABLE 24.-THERMO-STABILIZING EFFECT AS MEASURED BY HAUGH UNITS FOR 

U. S. ExroitT II EGGS PURCHASED IN M1ssoURI, TREATED AT THE UNIVER

SITY OF MISSOURI OCTOBER 7, 1942, SHIPPED TO CALIFORNIA AND HELD 

UNDER DESERT CONDITIONS FROM OCTOBER 22 TO NOVEMBER 5, 1942. 

Treated in 
Treated Untr·~ated Treated water and 

Date examined in oil controls in water dipped in oil 

October 20 on 
arrival In Los 68 57 70 
Angeles 71 60 68 68 

October 22 67 63 70 73 

October 23 68 63 70 

October 30 66 55 64 66 

November 2 60 34 6.1 63 

November 5 58 40 61 62 

Quality of Eggs Returned to Missouri From California 

Samples of eggs from the U. S. Export II eggs were returned 
by express to the University of Missouri for further observations 
which were made November 10 and 23. Table 25 shows the results 
obtained November 10. All of the treated lots were definitely 
superior to the untreated lots in albumen score, percentage of thick 
albumen, height of thick albumen and Haugh Units. 

TABLE 25.-EFFECT OF THE HEAT TREATMENT UPON THE KEEPING QUALITY 

OF U. S. EXPORT II EGGS SHIPPED IN REFRIGERATED RAILWAY CAR FROM 

Mo. TO CALIFORNIA WHERE THEY WERE HELD UNDER DESERT CONDITIONS 

FOR 16 DAYS BEFORE RETURNING TO MISSOURI BY EXPRESS. EGGS TREATED 

OCTOBER 7 AND EXAMINED NOVEMBER 10, 1942 . . 

Albumen Percentage 
Height 

albumen Haugh 
Lot Treatment score thin albumen mm units 

A Immersed in still oil 
for 14 minutes at 140' F. 2.6 50.5 4.7 67 

B Untreated controls 3.1 63.4 3.5 55 

c Immersed in still water 
for 10 minutes at 140° F. 2.5 44.9 4.2 63 

D Immersed in still water 
for 10 minutes at 140° F. 
and then dipped in oil 2.6 43.9 4.5 65 

The treated eggs contained relatively about 40 per cent more 
thick albumen than the untreated eggs and the thick albumen was 
approximately 30 per cent higher in the treated eggs than in the 
untreated eggs. 

A sufficient number of eggs in lots B, C and D was returned 
so that observations could be made on November 23. These ob· 
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TABLE 26.-EFFECT OF THE HEAT TREATMENT UPON THE KEEPING QUALITY OF 
U. S. EXPORT lJ EGGS SHIPPED IN REFRIGERATED RAILWAY CAR FROM MIS
SOURI TO CALIFORNIA WHERE THEY WERE HELD UNDER DESERT CONDITIONS 
AND THEN RETURNED BY EXPRESS. EGGS TREATED OCTOBER 7 AND EX
AMINED NOVEMBER 23, 1942. 

Albumen Percentage 
Height 

albumen Haugh 
Lot Treatment score thin albumen mm units 

B Untreated controls a.2 59.6 3.0 48 

c Immersed in still water 
for 10 minutes at 140° !<'. 2.5 44.4 4.6 68 

D Immersed in still water fOT 
10 minutes at 140° F. and 
then dipped in oil. 2.3 50.0 5.1 70 

servations showed also that the treated eggs were definitely super
ior to the untreated eggs. 

Condition of Air Cell 

It was observed at the desert training center at Needles, Cali
fornia, that the untreated lots not only had larger air cells but 
they were also more movable. Therefore, a representative sample 
of eggs from each lot ·was candled and the condition of air cell 
recorded. Table 27 shows very definitely that the eggs treated 
with oil were superior to the untreated lots and also to the eggs 
treated with water. 

TABLE 27.-AIR CELL CONDITION OF EGGS SHIPPED FROM MrssouRI TO 
NEEDLES, CALIFORNIA. EXAMINED OCTOBER 23, 9 P. M. BY DR. MARLOWE 
w. OLSON. 

Lot 
Slightly Very 

Regular tremulous tremulous Movable 

A. Oil treated 82 15 1 2 

B. Untreated 00 27 11 2 

C. Water treated 5~ 40 5 3 

Grade of Eggs 

On the night of October 24 respective samples of eggs from 
each lot of treated and untreated eggs were graded by candling. 
The results are given in Table 28. From 50 to 60 per cent of the 
treated eggs were graded U . S. Extras as compared to 16 per cent 
of U. S. Extras in the untreated eggs. From these it is evident that 
eggs treated by this process retain their grade much longer than 
untreated eggs. 
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TABLE 28.-CANDLING GRADE OF EGGS IN DIFFERENT L°o'rs OF ExPORT II EGGS 

SHIPPED OCTOBER 9, 1942, FROM STANBERRY, MISSOURI TO NEEDLES, CALI

FORNIA. THESE EGGS WERE DELIVERED · AT NEEDLES, OCTOBER 21 AND 

HELD THEREAFTER WITHOUT REFRIGERATION. ALL EGGS WERE FROM THE 

TOP LAYER OF THE CASE. EGGS GRADED OCTOBER 24, 10 P. M . . AT THE 

DESERT TRAINING CENTER BY DR. MARLOWE w. OLSON. 

Extras Standards Trades 
Per cent Per cent Per cent 

Lot A 
Oil Treated 59.0 38.4 2.6 

Lot B 
Controls 16.0 i5.0 9.0 

Lot C 
H 20 60.5 39.5 

Lot D 
H 20 + oil 51.0 49.0 

This stability of grade makes possible the transportation of 
eggs graded at one point to distant points without any appreciable 
loss in grade . 

Yolk Condition and Appearance 

The appearance of the yolk is important in eggs broken by the 
housewife for use as table eggs. Yolks that stick to the shell are 
generally ruptured when such eggs are broken. Observations were 
made of the yolks of the eggs used in the U. S. Army Field Trials. 
These results as to yolk blemishes are shown in Table 29 and the 
results as to stuck yolks are shown in Table 30. 

TABLE 29.-YOLK BLEi\IISHES OBSEBVED IN U. S. EXPORT II EGGS SHIPPED TO 

CALIFORNIA FROM MISSOURI. THE DEGREE OF YOLK BLEMISH OR MOTTLING 

WAS DESIGNATED BY + etc. 

Date A . treated in oil B. Untreated c. Treated in water 

++ ++ ++ ++ + ++ 
Examined None + ++ + ++Kone + ++ + ++ Kone + ++ ++ ++ 

Oct. 20 60 0 0 0 0 54 3 3 0 0 55 3 2 0 0 

Oct. 22 31 1 1 1 0 29 3 2 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 

Oct. 2~ 19 0 0 1 0 16 1 ::! 0 16 0 3 1 0 

Total 110 1 2 0 99 j 7 1 0 105 ., ., 5 1 0 

Per cent 96.5 .9 .9 1.i 0 S6.8 6.1 6.1 .9 0 92.1 2.6 4.4 .9 0 
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TABLE 30.-STUCK YOLKS OBSERVED IN U. S. EXPORT JI EGGS SHIPPED TO 
CALlFORNfA FROM MrssOUR! AND HELD UNDER DESERT CONDITIONS FROM 
ONE TO TWO WEEKS. NOVEMBER, 1942. 

A. '.l.'reated In oil B. Untreated C. 1'reated in water 

Date No. eggs No. stuck No. eggs No. stuck No. eggs No. stuck 
examined examined yolks examined yolks examined yalks 

October 30 20 0 20 T 20 1 

November :! 20 2 2-0 H 20 7 

November 5 20 3 20 9 31 19 

'.rotal 60 5 60 30 91 27 

Per cent 8.3 50.0 20.7' 

Yolk blemishes, which were primarily mottling, were more 
common in the untrea:ted eggs than in the eggs treated either with 
oil or water. Eggs which were treated with oil showed blemishes 
on the yolks in 3.5 per cent of such eggs as compared to blemishes 
on 7.9 per cent of the yolks of eggs treated in water and in 1::.2 
per cent of the untreated eggs. Evidently the oil treatment had 
reduced the percentage of yolk blemishes to about one-fourth of 
the normal occurrence. 

Stuck yolks means yolks adhering to the inner shell membrane 
so that when the egg is broken the yolk clings to this membrane 
for some time or until the yolk ruptures. Eggs ha:ving stuck yolks 
are considered unfit for household use. Table 30 sho-vvs that the 
percentage of eggs having stuck yolks was reduced very signifi
cantly by the oil treatment. While 50 per cent of untreated eggs 
had stuck yolks only 8.3 per cent of the eggs treated in oil had 
stuck yolks after 30 days including about 2 \Veeks under desert 
conditions. 

Decline in Quality of Fresh-Laid Eggs 

Freshly laid eggs from both ma:ted and unmated pens at the 
University of Missouri were divided into groups which were 
treated and also groups which were untreated for comparison with 
the treated lots. These eggs were shipped to California and held 
under the_ same conditions as described for U. S. Export II eggs. 
The same observations were made on these eggs. It will be ob
served by referring to Tables 31 to 34 that the eggs laid by the 
unma:ted pen were of higher quality than those produced by the 
mated pen. This was a difference between the birds in these pens 
and is not to be construed as meaning that fertile eggs are neces
sarily inferior in quality to infertile eggs. 
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Since the fertile and infertile eggs were both distributed by 
random to their three respective lots, it is assumed that the orig
inal quality of the three lots were the same. 

Albumen Score.-Table 31 shows the average albumen scores 
of both fertile and infertile eggs which were treated in water, 
treated in oil and untreated. The treated eggs retained their 
quality much better than untreated eggs. While the treated eggs 
were all of reasonably good quality after 14 da·ys at the desert 
training center the untreated fertile eggs were of very low quality. 

TABLE 31.-THERMO-STABILIZING EFFECT ON THE ALBUMEN SCORE OF EGGS 
PRODUCED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, TREATED OCTOBER 7, 1942, 

SHIPPED TO CALIFORNIA, AND HELD UNDER DESERT CONDITIONS FROM Qc. 
TOBER 22 TO NOVEMBER 4, 1942 . 

• Fertile eggs Infertile eggs 

Date Treated Untreated Treated Treated Untreated Treated 
examined in water controls in oil in water controls in oil 

October 20 
on arrival 
in Los Angeles 1.SO 2.25 1.92 1.60 2.2S 1.75 

October 23 2.16 2.63 1.91 1.64 2.16 1.66 

October 24 2.05 2.35 1.SO 1.6"2 2.18 1.83 

October 29 2.4G 3.63 2.23 1.93 2.60 2.03 

November 4 2.53 3.93 2.93 1.88 2.73 1.90 

Percentage of Thick Albumen.-Table 32 shows the percentage 
of thick albumen as determined for the treated and untreated lots 
of fertile and infertile eggs by measuring the volume of thick and 
thin albumen as separated by screens. There was more thick 
albumen present in the treated eggs than in those untreated. This 

TABLE 32.-THERMO-STABILIZING EFFECT ON THE PERCENTAGE OF THICK ALBU

MEN OF EGGS PRODUCED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, TREATED OCTOBER 
7, 1942, SHIPPED TO CALIFORNIA AND HELD UNDER DESERT CONDITIONS FROM 
OCTOBER 22 TO NOVEMBER 4, 1942. 

' 1Fertile eggs Infertile eggs 

Date Treated Untreated Treated Treated Untreated Treated 
examined in water controls in oil in water controls in oil 

October 20 
on arrival 
in Los Angeles 63.6 55.9 62.6 64.l 56.6 56.5 

October 23 64.0 47.0 56.4 59.8 47.3 53.2 

October 24 56.9 53.7 60.9 59.1 45.5 54.0 

Oct<)'ber 29 55.0 45.7 44.3 63.1 42.9 45.3 

NoTember 4 5i.O 25.6 44.4 51.'i 41.2 46.7 
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again indicated that the thick a lbumen was stabilized by the treat
ment so that liquefaction of the thick albumen was retarded . 

Height of Albumen.-It will be observed by consulting Table 
33 that the height of the albumen was very significant ly higher in 
the treated eggs than in the untreated and this was true of both 
the fertile and infertile eggs. After two weeks at relatively high 
temperature the treated eggs "stood up" remarkably well. 

TABLE 33.-THERMO-STABILIZING EFFECT ON THF. HEIGHT OF THICK ALBUMEN 

OF EGGS PRODUCED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOUR I, TREATED OCTOBER 7, 
1942, SHIPPED TO CALIFORNIA AND HELD UNDER DESERT CONDITIONS FROM 

OCTOBER 22 TO Nov. 4, 1942. 

•Fertile eggs Infertile eggs 
Date Treated Untreated 'l' r eated 'l'reated Untreated 'l' reated 
examined in water controls in oil in water controls in oil 

October 20 
on arrival 
in Los Angeles G.17 4.70 5.72 6.48 4.62 6.60 

October 23 5.04 4.10 5.75 6.60 5.09 6.98 

October 24 5.49 4.71 G.61 6.86 5.09 G.29 

Octol>er 29 4.66 2.21 4.'89 6.41 4.34 6.32 

N'ovember 4 3.G3 1.92 3.29 5.37 3.60 5.61 

Haugh Units.-Table :H shows the Haugh Units for the dif
ferent lots of eggs examined . This table indicates that with high 
quality eggs to begin with thei r qua lity can be stabilized so that 
they retain their qual ity exceedingly well. In fact the better qual
ity eggs which were treated, were two weeks enroute to Cali
fornia in a refrigerator car, and were held for two weeks under 
r:ather adverse conditions in California sti ll had the broken out 
appearance of fresh eggs. 

TABLE 34.-THERMO-STABILIZING EFFECT ON THE HAUGH UNITS OF EGGS PRO

DUCED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, TREATED OCTOBER 7, 1942, 

SHIPPED TO CALIFORNIA AND HELD UNDER DESERT CONDITIONS FROM OC

TOBER 22 TO NOVEMBER 4, 1942 . 

1Fertile eggH Infertile eggs 
Date 'l'reated Untreated 'l'reated '!'reated Untreated •rreated 
examined ln w,1ter controls in oil in water controls in oll 

Uctol>er 20 
on arrival 
in Los Angeles 78 ()8 74 81 67 81 

Octol>er 23 70 61 71 83 73 85 

·October 24 74 66 7~ 84 70 81 

Octal>er 29 67 35 68 81 6G 81 

Noveml>er 4 55 26 52 76 57 77 
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